Press Release

EIZO Announces High-Performance PCI Express Graphics Board
for Air Traffic Control
Cypress, CA, October 27, 2010 – Eizo Nanao Technologies Inc. (EIZO) today announced the
Raptor 5000 video graphics board. The Raptor 5000 employs ATI
RadeonTM GPU technology from AMD and is designed specifically
for the air traffic control (ATC) market which require long product
life cycles and long-term support. It uses a specially designed passive
cooling solution that improves product life compared to products
that use on board active cooling solutions like fans. The product
has two DVI-I video outputs and can support digital and analog
resolutions of up to 2048 x 2048 and 2048 x 1536 respectively.
The Raptor 5000 is a PCI Express 16-lane graphics card that offers OpenGL 3.3 support under
Linux. With 512MB of memory and 320 shader processors, it has excellent drawing performance
that is comparable to other premier graphics cards on the market. The powerful onboard GPU has
built-in capability for H.264, VC-1 and MPEG-2 decoding with superior video playback fidelity
and minimum CPU utilization. In addition, the shader processors offer solid GPGPU computing
capability. Microsoft Windows support is also available.
Like other Raptor series graphics cards, the Raptor 5000 will be available for at least five years
and supported for several more. The Raptor 5000’s long life eliminates the re-testing required
every time a new graphics card is introduced, thereby reducing the total cost of ownership.
About EIZO
EIZO is a leading global manufacturer of high-end visual displays, graphics cards and video
recording products. The image quality, long-term reliability, and innovative features of EIZO
monitors make them the product of choice in many ATC centers, financial trading rooms,
hospitals, back offices, and design studios throughout the world. EIZO is based in Japan and
represented in over sixty countries by a network of subsidiaries and exclusive distributors.
For more information, please contact:

Joey Sanchez – Public Relations Specialist
Eizo Nanao Technologies Inc.
5710 Warland Dr., Cypress, CA 90630
Phone: 800-800-5202 x. 140
Fax: 562-431-4811

www.eizo.com
All product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Raptor is a
trademark, and EIZO is a registered trademark of Eizo Nanao Corporation.
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